
Common Man and Contradictions: A Mock Trial of Andrew Jackson 
 

Annotation  
The election of Andrew Jackson in 1828 marked a change in American politics. For the first time a presidential candidate 
had been elected west of the Appalachian Mountains, marking an end to the streak held by wealthy eastern 
elitists.  Jackson represented the emergence of a new middle/working class America. The war hero from the Battle of New 
Orleans who did not have a college education, chewed tobacco, and dueled with pistols to defend his wife’s honor reflected 
the ideals of the western portion of the United States. The appeal of Jackson to the ordinary man helped lead to the new 
period known as ―the common man era.‖   
 
As president, Andrew Jackson embraced the role of protecting ―common men‖—his decisions in matters such as the 
rotation of office holders can be argued as being in their interest. By limiting a federal office holder’s tenure to one term, 
Jackson could make room for another deserving candidate, promoting the concept that one man is just as good 
another.  However, some might argue that rotating office holders left room for government corruption, as party loyalty 
played an important role in the replacement of office holders from previous administrations.  
 
The question we must ask is to what extent was Andrew Jackson truly a common man?  Was he a reflection of the new 
democracy emerging in the country? How might he have influenced this new ideology himself? How do we measure 
Jacksonian Democracy in light of his treatment of groups such as Native Americans?  
 
Through participation in a mock trial of Andrew Jackson, you will analyze primary sources and participate in role-playing 
activities in an effort to lead you to an informed decision of whether or not Andrew Jackson was truly representative of 
―the common man.‖ 

 
Day 1 

 We will view political cartoons to lend support to a discussion of Andrew Jackson and the concept of a ―common 
man president‖—an elected official reflecting the masses.  

 Discussion of a mock trial, and the assigned roles and requirements. 

 Prosecution and defense teams begin analysis of documents/events and fill out Document Analysis 

Worksheets.  This is the process of choosing which events fit your case.  Which events do you want to use to 

either defend or prosecute Jackson?   

 Role players begin to research their characters and fill out the appropriate Character Bio Sheet (Andrew 

Jackson, Davy Crockett, and Two Moons). Each role player must find 3 relevant quotations from their character 

and fill them in on the Role Player Quotation Sheet. 

 The Role Players will begin to meet with both teams of lawyers.  This is a process known as discovery.  The 

lawyers will get to know the witnesses, their beliefs and knowledge about Jackson, and begin to think about what 

types of questions will be asked, and what events/issues will be targeted to improve the case. 

Day 2 

 Prosecution and defense teams should be complete with analysis of documents and should have filled out 

Document Analysis Worksheets. 

 Role players should have completed the research of their characters and should have filled out the 

appropriate Character Bio Sheet (Andrew Jackson, Davy Crockett, and Two Moons and the historians).  

 Prosecution and defense teams: 

 decide which documents/events they will use in their presentations (if not done previously) 

 finish meeting with appropriate witnesses to learn background and discuss types of questions 

 peruse the writing of the historians to be sure he is being honest with you about everything he thinks 

about Jackson 

 formulate questions for key witnesses 

 develop their opening statements 

 develop Presentation of  Evidence (i.e. what is your argument?  And what exhibits are you using to 

attempt to prove it?) 

 prepare closing statement.  

 Generate exhibits. 

 Witnesses will meet with lawyers.   
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 Jackson will meet with members of the defense them.  They are allowed (legally speaking) to collaborate – 

meaning that they can specifically discuss questions and possible responses.  Jackson does not need to 

meet with the prosecution. 

 The historians, Two Moons and Crockett meet with both teams of lawyers to discuss biographical 

information, and sentiments towards Jackson.  The lawyers will use this meeting to figure out 

which events to target, and how to target them. 

 Role Players are interviewed by me to ensure that you have a strong understanding of the characters supported by 

evidence in the documents. 

Day 3 

Finalize trial preparation – tie up any loose ends from previous day. 

 

Start trial. 

 

 

Events to Consider for Preparation of Jackson Mock Trial 

 Jackson’s Military Background (esp. with Indians) 

 Battle of New Orleans (and aftermath) 

 Presidential Elections of 1824-32 

 Universal Male Suffrage 

 Indian Removal 

 National Bank Veto 

 The Specie Circular 

 Nullification Crisis 

 Peggy Eaton Affair 

 Maysville Road 

 Spoil System 

 Rotation of Office Holders 

Time Format (2 class periods) 
 

 1:00 min Judge: Introduce the issue of the trial. 
 

 3:00 min Opening Statement (Prosecution/followed by the Defense) 
 

 8:00 min Presentation of Evidence (Prosecution/followed by the Defense) 
 

 Questioning of Witnesses (Prosecution/followed by the Defense) 
 
Prosecution Witnesses 

o 5:30 min Davy Crockett 
o 5:30 min ―Two Moons‖  

 
Defense Witnesses 

o 5:30  Matthew Warshauer 
o 5:30 Daniel Feller 
o 8:00 min Andrew Jackson 
 

 5:30 Closing Statements (Prosecution/followed by the Defense) 

 3-5:00 Jury Deliberates while Media discusses trial 
 

 


